
THE 
END 
OF THE 
WAR

Please take out your 
notes from yesterday!



IN 1942, THE TIDE TURNS
ALLIES KICK AXIS



MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS 
ABROAD

While circumstances are changing for 
many at home, the war abroad is 

developing into the most destructive 
conflict the world has ever seen.



MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS THUS FAR
• Part 1: Blitzkrieg strategy starts in Poland (September 

1939)

• Part 2: Germany attacks the Western Front & takes 
France (By summer 1940)

• Part 3: The Battle of Britain begins

• Part 4: The Germans turn to North Africa to help the 
Italians and East to attack the Soviet Union (summer 
1941)

• Part 5: US Gets involved (“Waking the Sleeping Giant”) 
(Dec 1941)

• Part 6: The Tide Turns (1942)

• Significance of Soviet Resistance

• Allies push back in North Africa & Italy



NOTE on the Eastern Front: The 
Importance of Soviet Resistance

• 85% of G forces committed to 
Eastern Front

• Conflict conducted w/ great 
brutality

• Gs guilty inhuman war crimes
• Gs regarded it as a war of 

extermination – getting rid of 
inferior races & Communism

• Destroyed over 1700 towns



NOTE on the Eastern Front: The 
Importance of Soviet Resistance

• Greatest asset of USSR = the will 
of the people to defeat the 
German monster

• Soviet army was ordered to fight & 
die for every bit of Russian soil

• Conditions were notably harsh:

• Russians survived on 1/5 the 
rations of British

• Slave labor was a necessity of 
the war effort

• Major Turning Point: Stalingrad



Turning Point: Stalingrad



“It was the Red Army which tore the heart out 
of the German army.” – Churchill

“In Berlin on 4 October Hitler announced to his people that 
the Soviet enemy was beaten and would never rise again.  

This turned out to be one of Hitler’s most profound 
misjudgments.  

Over the next two years, the  Soviet Union proved to be the 
graveyard of the German war effort. 

Few historians dispute that the Eastern Front was the 
critical battleground of the Second World War… the Soviet 

system organized a massive war effort which blunted, and 
then reversed, the tide of Germany victory.” 

– modern Historian



Other reasons for Soviet Success = 
Nazi Mistakes & American 

Production
German errors:
• Hitler interfered w/ generals 

decisions. 
• Was overconfident 

(expected war to be over by Oct ’40 so 
soldiers were not equipped)

“The horses have already been eaten.  I 
would eat a cat...  The soldiers look 
like corpses or lunatics, looking for 

something to put in their mouths.  They 
no longer take cover from Russian 

shells.  They haven’t the strength to 
run or hide.” 
– G. diary, ’42

While the USSR had stronger 
allies:
• USA & Britain supplied food, raw 

materials and industrial equipment



• American & British 
forces push Gs out of 
N. Africa w/ “pincher 
maneuver”

• Eisenhower leads 
troops to into Italy
• “The soft 

underbelly”

• Mussolini quickly 
deposed/arrested

• Italians 
surrender in Sep 
1943, but 
Germans refuse 
to give up

ALLIES PUSH BACK in
North Africa & Italy



NEXT… The END GAME in Europe



Controversial Allied bombing 
campaign against Germany











By 1943 the Allies decide it’s finally 
time to invade Western Europe



• Plan to retake France
• Morning June 6, 1944, Allied troops flood beaches 

of Normandy, France
• Largest amphibious (land-sea) attack in history
• Allies win
• Sig = finally back on mainland Europe 

Operation Overlord: D-DAY



Operation Overlord: D-DAY



Operation Overlord: D-DAY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIIN0Ug8wg8



• Hitler was all but destroyed by Dec 1944.
• Calls for last ditch effort at winning

“This battle is to decide whether we 
shall live or die… All resistance must be 

broken in a wave of terror.”

• Nazi’s attempt to attack American forces
• Without reinforcements, they are repelled back
• One of the biggest and bloodiest of the war

Last Major German Offensive: 
Battle of the Bulge





• Mussolini 
is shot by 
Italian 
Resistance 
fighters 
April 28th, 
1945

MUSSOLINI IS KILLED

After being shot, kicked, and spat upon, the bodies were hung upside 
down on meat hooks from the roof of a gas station. The bodies were 
then stoned by civilians from below. The corpses of Mussolini and 
other fascists were the subject of ridicule and abuse on the street.



• G. can’t replace tanks or aircraft lost 
in battle

• Red Army finally reaches Berlin in 
April ‘45

• Hitler will commit suicide on April 30th 
minutes before the Soviet troops reach 
him

Germany on the Defensive



• May 7 = Germans 
surrender 
unconditionally

• Next day = VE Day 
(Victory in 
Europe Day)

Victory over Germany: 1945



ELECTION 1944



The loss of our longest 
President

Want to KNOW more?
This day in History article

FDR dies on April 12, 1945
New President = Harry Truman

When a NY woman was asked if she had heard the radio bulletins of FDR's death she replied "For what do I need a radio? It's on everybody's face."

http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/fdr-dies


President Truman

Had only been VP for 82 days!
Oversees the end of the war. 
Makes the decision to use the atomic bomb.
Is President during beginning years of Cold War.

"Being president is like riding a tiger. I never felt I could let go for a single moment."



FINISHING THE WAR IN THE PACIFIC

US troops had fought back Japanese troops 
island by island throughout 1943-44.

Island hopping was the strategy used by the United States 
command. Rather than taking every Japanese fortification, the 
United States selectively chose a path that would move U.S. 
naval forces closer and closer to the Japanese mainland.



• In late 1944, the Philippines are retaken.

• In early 1945, two major battles are won by the US: Iwo Jima & Okinawa
• The biggest (and bloodiest) battles of Pacific theater
• Losses at Okinawa:

• US: 49,000 casualties including 12,520 killed
• Japan: losses were even greater—about 110,000 Japanese soldiers lost 

their lives. It’s estimated between 40,000 and 150,000 Okinawa citizens 
were also killed.

• Significance: 
• Now US has access to mainland Japan
• Serve as warning of how costly that invasion might be

Battles of Iwo Jima & Okinawa



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Y0gdFisD9k



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3Lbv0K8gCs



• By summer, USA confident win eventually
• Faced with daunting prospect of a year or more of Fighting with 

extremely high American & Japanese causalities

• Alternative = Manhattan Project

SUMMER 1945



Manhattan Project

See website for additional 
video clips  & Articles 





“We are now prepared to obliterate more rapidly and completely every 
productive enterprise the Japanese have above ground in any city. We shall 

destroy their docks, their factories, and their communications. Let there be no 
mistake; we shall completely destroy Japan’s power to make war.

It was to spare the Japanese people from utter destruction that the ultimatum 
of July 26 was issued at Potsdam. Their leaders promptly rejected that 

ultimatum. If they do not now accept our terms they may expect a rain of ruin 
from the air, the like of which has never been seen on this earth. Behind this 
air attack will follow sea and land forces in such numbers and power as they 
have not yet seen and with the fighting skill of which they are already well 

aware.” - American President Harry Truman

Click here for complete statement.
.

August 6th Statement: 

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/truman-hiroshima/


• Truman issues an ultimatum to Japan for unconditional surrender. They deny.

• 8/6/1945: dropped on Hiroshima 
• Killed 80,000 people INSTANTLY

• Thousands would die in the weeks/years following

Atomic Bomb



Urging Surrender: Excerpts from President Truman's radio address 

The British, Chinese, and United States Governments have given the Japanese people adequate warning of 
what is in store for them. We have laid down the general terms on which they can surrender. Our warning went 
unheeded; our terms were rejected. Since then the Japanese have seen what our atomic bomb can do. They can 
foresee what it will do in the future. The world will note that the first atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, a 
military base. That was because we wished in this first attack to avoid, insofar as possible, the killing of civilians. 
But that attack is only a warning of things to come. If Japan does not surrender, bombs will have to be dropped 

on her war industries and, unfortunately, thousands of civilian lives will be lost. I urge Japanese civilians to 
leave industrial cities immediately, and save themselves from destruction. I realize the tragic significance of the 
atomic bomb. Its production and its use were not lightly undertaken by this Government. But we knew that our 

enemies were on the search for it. We know now how close they were to finding it. And we knew the disaster, 
which would come to this Nation, and to all peace-loving nations, to all civilization, if they had found it first. That 
is why we felt compelled to undertake the long and uncertain and costly labor of discovery and production. We 

won the race of discovery against the Germans. Having found the bomb we have used it. We have used it 
against those who attacked us without warning at Pearl Harbor, against those who have starved and beaten and 
executed American prisoners of war, against those who have abandoned all pretense of obeying international 

laws of warfare. We have used it in order to shorten the agony of war, in order to save the lives of thousands and 
thousands of young Americans. We shall continue to use it until we completely destroy Japan's power to make 

war. Only a Japanese surrender will stop us.

STATEMENT August 9, 1945



• 8/9/1945: After no Japanese response, US drops another on 
Nagasaki
• killed 60,000 (approx) Instantly
• Thousands more would die in years to come

• Days that followed: Bombing campaign of tokyo



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Objoad6rG6U



1. No bloody invasion of Japan, QUICKER END 
TO WAR

cost in both Japanese and American lives would be fewer than conventional war

2. Within the Context of the Extreme Brutality of 
war as it was, this did not seem like extreme use of 
force

3. Desire for Vengeance

4. Refusal to surrender proved that Americans were 
right tO assume surrender was unlikely

The Debate – Those arguing For its use



1. The Allies could have won the war without the 
bomb (and knew they were going to eventually).

2. Many civilians were not to blame for the war, but 
they were the ones that paid.

3. The LONG-TERM consequences of the atomic bomb 
would last generations, making it far more
destructive than any conventional bombing raid

4. The warnings referenced Germany’s destruction 
But did not reveal just how bad it would be

5. America should be held to a higher standard

The Debate – Those arguing AGAINST its 
use



What was said about it in 1946 from the American point of view?

Article: “If the Atomic Bomb Had Not Been Used”
Was Japan already beaten before the August 1945 bombings?

KARL T. COMPTON Dec 1946 Issue

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1946/12/if-the-atomic-bomb-had-not-been-
used/376238/

Harry Truman: 'The Japanese Were Given Fair Warning'
Exactly how the atomic bomb changed the course of history remains a matter of debate. The 

president who authorized its use says he had no other choice.

HARRY S. TRUMAN Feb 1947 Issue

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1947/02/president-truman-to-dr-
compton/305432/

https://www.theatlantic.com/author/karl-compton/
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1946/12/if-the-atomic-bomb-had-not-been-used/376238/
https://www.theatlantic.com/author/harry-s-truman/
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/truman-hiroshima/


Have opinions changed about this over time?

Article: “70 years after Hiroshima, opinions have shifted on use of atomic bomb”
Click here

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/08/04/70-years-after-hiroshima-opinions-have-shifted-on-use-of-atomic-bomb/


Atomic Bomb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30xQFNEn-DQ



Why Doesn't Japan Hate The US?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhzCuL4g1Jw



Why Japan Keeps Apologizing for World War II

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umDkGR-A-7s



Why Does South Korea Hate Japan?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p0ZkMvZpSw



• After subsequent bombing raids on Tokyo, on August 
14, 1945 Japan surrenders (audio clip from Truman)
• “endures the unendurable” & cooperates with 

US but retains their emperor

• Disgraced, more than 500 military officers 
committed suicide

• August 15/Sep 2 = V-J Day

Victory over Japan

http://www.history.com/speeches/eyewitness-account-of-hiroshima-bombing


VJ Day 



Victory over Japan
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anXrqTeqgHg


American soldier with Nazis 
who had surrendered.

Soviet soldier puts USSR flag 
on Reichstag building when 
Berlin falls.

American soldiers tend to 
Europeans tortured by the Final 
Solution.

WAR 
ENDS



Larger Cost and Consequence Analysis
The world of 1945 bore little resemblance to the world in the ‘30s.  Many areas were 
shattered and lay in ruins.  The world was facing a very uncertain future.

• US and Soviet Union emerged as the two leading superpowers and eventually will 
clash during the Cold War.

• The economic cost (loss of life and property) far surpassed any previous conflict

• Overall, 70 million people were killed
• More than half were civilians
• Click here for a breakdown of the numbers.

• More soldiers and civilians killed than any other war 
• (Why? More destructive weapons and racist policies of Axis powers.)

• Millions of people were displaced or refugees

• The Atomic Age had begun

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_casualties


Consequences for the  U.S. Specifically

• US losses were light compared with other countries:
• 400,000 Americans killed
• 750,000 wounded

• Official end to Great Depression & continued economic development
• Unlike rest of world economies, US actually grows during & after WWII
• Government had worked more directly to regulate the economy than ever before.  

Postwar economy will continue to depend on military spending, but supported 
industries will continue to grow on their own as well and new industries will develop.

• Despite higher taxes, national debt rose to new levels.
• War cost $10 million an hour!

WORLD WAR II



What happens next?

The political history of 
the world between 1945-
89 would revolve around 

the conflict between 
the two new 

superpowers at the 
outcome of WWII.






